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Core PHP Programming, Third  Edition is the authoritative guide to the new PHP 5 for experienced  developers. Top PHP developer Leon Atkinson and PHP 5 contributor/Zend Engine 2  co-creator Zeev Suraski cover every facet of real-world PHP 5 development, from  basic syntax to advanced object--oriented development-even design patterns!

It's all here: networking, data structures, regular  expressions, math, configuration, graphics, MySQL/PostgreSQL support, XML,  algorithms, debugging, optimization...and 650 downloadable code examples, with a  Foreword by PHP 5 contributor and Zend Engine 2 co-creator Andi  Gutmans!
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Animation and Performance Capture Using Digitized Models (Cognitive Systems Monographs)Springer, 2009
The realistic generation of virtual doubles of real-world actors has been the focus of computer graphics research for many years. However, some problems still remain unsolved: it is still time-consuming to generate character animations using the traditional skeleton-based pipeline, passive performance capture of human actors wearing arbitrary...
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Chemical Engineering: Solutions to the Problems in Volume 1 (Coulson and Richardsons Chemical Engineering)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2001

	Each of the volumes of the Chemical Engineering Series includes numerical examples to
	illustrate the application of the theory presented in the text. In addition, at the end of each
	volume, there is a selection of problems which the reader is invited to solve in order to
	consolidate his (or her) understanding of the principles and to...
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Computer Algebra 2006: Latest Advances in Symbolic Algorithms - Proceedings of the Waterloo WorkshopWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Written by world-renowned experts, the book is a collection of tutorial presentations and research papers catering to the latest advances in symbolic summation, factorization, symbolic-numeric linear algebra and linear functional equations. The papers were presented at a workshop celebrating the 60th birthday of Sergei Abramov (Russia), whose...
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An Introduction to NURBS: With Historical Perspective (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2000
The latest from a computer graphics pioneer, An Introduction to NURBS is the ideal resource for anyone seeking a theoretical and practical understanding of these very important curves and surfaces. Beginning with Bézier curves, the book develops a lucid explanation of NURBS curves, then does the same for surfaces, consistently stressing...
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Programming Languages: Principles and PracticesCengage Learning, 2011

	Kenneth Louden and Kenneth Lambert's new edition of PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE, 3E gives advanced undergraduate students an overview of programming languages through general principles combined with details about many modern languages. Major languages used in this edition include C, C++, Smalltalk, Java, Ada, ML,...
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Global Positioning Systems, Inertial Navigation, and IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
This book constitutes an excellent source for understanding the basic operation of the Global Positioning Systems (GPS). It also allows the reader to take the first steps towards understanding how the Kalman Filter is implemented in the estimation of drifting parameters of the GPS. The "Kalman Filter Basics" chapter is preceded by a...
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